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Naples has been inhabited since the Neolithic period. The earliest Greek settlements were established in the
Naples area in the second millennium BC.Sailors from the Greek island of Rhodes established a small
commercial port called Parthenope (?????????, meaning "Pure Eyes", a Siren in Greek mythology) on the island
of Megaride in the ninth century BC.Società Sportiva Calcio Napoli, commonly referred to as Napoli
(pronounced ), is an Italian professional football club based in Naples, Campania.Formed in 1926, the club
plays in Serie A, the top flight of Italian football.The club has won Serie A two times, and been runners-up six
times, the Coppa Italia five times, the Supercoppa Italiana twice, and the 1988–89 UEFA Cup.UEL draw:
Arsenal vs. Napoli, Slavia vs. Chelsea. Arsenal have been handed a difficult draw against Serie A side Napoli in
the quarterfinals of the Europa League.Ospina collapses during Napoli game. Arsenal goalkeeper David Ospina
is taken to hospital after collapsing during the first half of Napoli's Serie A match against Udinese on
Sunday.Tweet with a location. You can add location information to your Tweets, such as your city or precise
location, from the web and via third-party applications.Na·po·li (nä?p?-l?) See Naples. Napoli (?na?poli) n
(Placename) the Italian name for Naples Na•ples (?ne? p?lz) n. 1. Italian, Napoli. a seaport in SW Italy, on the
Bay of Naples. 1,200,958. 2. Bay of, an inlet of the Tyrrhenian Sea. 22 mi. (35 km) long.
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Tweets from Official SSC Napoli (@en_sscnapoli). SSC Napoli Official English Twitter account. Also follow
us on: @sscnapoli, @sscnapoliES @sscnapoli_br #ForzaNapoliSempreRomantic Naples, two hours south of
Rome, is the largest city in southern Italy. It has some of the world's best opera and theater houses and is often
called an open-air museum, due to its many historic statues and monuments.Napoli is a city found in Campania,
Italy.It is located 40.86 latitude and 14.25 longitude and it is situated at elevation 94 meters above sea level.
Napoli has a population of 959,470 making it the biggest city in Campania.Napoli's Pizza, Pasta and Subs. We
are your premium Italian option with five decades experience serving Parkersburg, Belpre, Marietta, Vienna,
Mineral Wells, Little Hocking and Vincent! - Napoli

